Townhall Meeting

concerning campus renovation projects
Tuesday, August 27th at 5:30 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre, WTC Campus
There will be a short presentation followed by a campus tour.

One way of inspiring student involvement and success is to have a vibrant, safe,
and reliable campus. Our beautiful campus is 42 years old. Like any aging infrastructure, without adequate upkeep the concerns seem to multiply and worsen by
the day.
For the past two years the college has been working with engineers and architects
to develop a plan to update our campus. The 15 million dollar plan will renovate
the college infrastructure and bring the institution up to date.
The planned renovations will address sidewalks and pathways, cooling and heat-

ing systems, replacement of electrical transformers, conversion of former pool
area, maintenance building repair, domestic water loop, cafeteria expansion, and
upgrading the Fine Arts Building. The descriptions below present the plan in a bit
more detail.
Western Texas College is proud to be our community’s college. We are proud of
our faculty and staff. We are proud of our students. We now look forward to being
proud of a campus that matches the spirit within.

Sidewalks
Sidewalks and pathways are in dire need of repair. Poor water drainage and inadequate underlayment has caused the sidewalks to shift and crack, creating an unstable walking surface. If not repaired soon an injury could easily occur.

Cooling & Heating
Cooling and heating systems are outdated. Replacement parts for many systems are no longer available
and must be fabricated. System failures occur each
summer and winter and the repairs place a major
financial burden on the college.

Pool
The pool area needs to be modified. Due to high costs, leaking, and out of date pump and filtration systems, the pool was closed. The large space must be used again to
better serve the community and college. The renovation of the pool area will provide space for exercise and rehab needs.

Electrical
Electrical transformers need to be replaced. The campus receives electricity from 4 transformers. Each transformer has exceeded its recommended life and is undersized
for the electrical load it must carry. Failure of one of the transformers will cause an extended power outage across campus.

Cafeteria

Fine Arts

Maintenance Building

Cafeteria space needs to be expanded. Within the
last 5 years the campus has expanded its on campus
housing to nearly double the previous capacity. The
cafeteria cannot adequately handle the students,
faculty, and staff that eat there on a regular basis. It
is very important moving forward to provide dining
facilities that can manage the increased capacity.

Fine Arts Building upgrade. When the Fine Arts
Building and theatre were constructed some 40 years
ago, used seating, curtains, and other supplies were
purchased to reduce costs. Now the used equipment
is well beyond its useful life and is badly in need of
upgrading.

The maintenance building needs electrical upgrades
and a new roof. The building, which houses all equipment for maintaining the campus, is in bad shape. The
roof is constantly leaking and needs to be replaced.
The electrical system in the building is unreliable and
has created safety concerns.

Domestic Water
Domestic Water Loop needs to be replaced. Within
the last 2 years the campus had 12 water leaks in the
domestic water loop. The water pipe material is a concrete material containing asbestos that cannot adjust
to ground movement. The pipe will be replaced with
a PVC type material that is flexible enough to withstand the movement of the ground.

